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ISPA’s most recent Snapshot Surveys delivered insights into COVID-19’s effects on the spa industry and 

offered real-time feedback on how spas and their resource partners managed closures and prepared for 

reopening. As restrictions related to COVID-19 have been lifted in recent weeks, the timing of the May 

survey provided an opportunity to compare the actions and policies of two groups: spas that have

reopened, and those yet to reopen. The survey results are organized to highlight the outcomes of that

comparison.

Largely, the policies and procedures in place at reopened spas overlap with the planned policies and 

procedures in spas that have yet to reopen. For example, all reopened spas offer hand sanitizer to guests

and employees, and 97 percent of unopened spas plan to do so. Similarly, the percentages of respondents 

providing disposable gloves to guests and employees, conducting temperature screenings and making

face masks available to guests and employees were generally comparable, as seen in the charts on page

two.

There are, however, a few notable differences between reopened spas’ actual practices and the plans of

spas yet to reopen. 43 percent of reopened spas provide an opportunity for guests to bypass locker rooms 

and go directly to treatment rooms, but nearly three quarters (73%) of unopened spas plan on providing 

that opportunity. Also, over a third (36%) of reopened spas have reduced the size of their treatment 

menus, while more than two-thirds (69%) of unopened spas plan to do so. Offering touchless services is

another point of discrepancy, with 14 percent of reopened spas implementing them and 41 percent of

unopened spas planning such offers. Questions surrounding scheduled sanitation times, pricing plans and 

staff training (found on pages four, five and six) revealed additional distinctions between the groups.

Anticipating the challenges of reopening is understandably a focus for spas yet to do so. Encouragingly,

the safety and well-being of guests and staff is front-of-mind for that group, with 41 percent of respondents 

noting that making guests and staff feel comfortable returning to their spa is their greatest anticipated 

challenge, with the second most common responses (18% apiece) being sourcing and stocking adequate

sanitation materials and maintaining social distancing outside of treatment spaces.

The results analysis includes answers from all 239 spa industry professionals who completed the May 

Snapshot Survey in an eleven-day period from Friday, May 14, 2020 to Monday, May 25, 2020.

FOCUS ON REOPENING

Sponsored by:
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SPA RESPONDENTS

Please identify how your spa plans to utilize the personal protective equipment 

(PPE) listed below upon re-opening.

Planned PPE Utilization
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SPA RESPONDENTS

Which of the following efforts, if any, does your spa plan to implement as a 

result of COVID-19? Select all that apply.

COVID-19 Efforts Implemented

Temporarily removed the
availability of lockers for guests

Reduced number of treatments
available on the menu

Added plexi barriers to certain
areas within the spa

Added new touchless
services/offerings

Opportunity for guests to bypass
locker rooms and go directly to

the treatment room

Touchless payment options

Visible posting of the spa's
sanitation/hygiene efforts

Face shields for estheticians to
wear during facials

Removal of communal snack &
beverage areas

Provide single use product
amenities (i.e. shampoo, lotion,

mouth wash,etc.) to guests in
individual containers

42%

36%

69%

36%

54%

36%

41%

14%

73%

43%

70%

64%

91%

93%

81%

79%

90%

100%

42%

43%

Spas not yet reopened Spas that have reopened
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How much time do you plan to allocate within your schedule between 

appointment to sanitize treatments rooms?

Less than 15 minutes

15 - 20 minutes

21 - 30 minutes

More than 30 minutes

Undecided

6%

31%

30%

23%

44%

39%

12%

8%

8%

Spas not yet reopened Spas that have reopened

Scheduled Sanitation Time

N/A
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Which of the following best describes your spa's treatment pricing plans for the 

initial reopening phase?

Did not change pricing

Decreased pricing

Increased pricing

Added a COVID-related
service fee

Other:

Undecided

61%

93%

8%

0%

6%

7%

9%

0%

1%

0%

23%

Spas not yet reopened Spas that have reopened

Reopening Pricing Plans

N/A
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Which of the following staff training/engagement activities does your spa plan

to implement prior to reopening? Select all that apply.

Video/Virtual training with spa
leadership

Video/Virtual training with vendor
partners

In person training prior to
reopening

Full mock run through of how to
implement the changes/policies

Opportunity for staff to review new
policies and provide feedback

before finalizing

Other:

Did not offer any
training/engagement activities prior

to reopening day

Undecided

54%

57%

38%

29%

75%

64%

75%

57%

58%

71%

1%

0%

4%

0%

7%

Spas not yet reopened Spas that have reopened

Planned Staff Training/Engagement Activities

N/A
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Respondents were asked to share feedback relating to changes their spa has 

made or plans to make within its retail area and/or retail offerings during the 

reopening phase. A sample of responses is below.







































All products only one of each on display (the rest is stored inside cabinets), which also creates 

urgency! You have to have it!), a lot more of shipping products and local touch-less/ contactless 

delivery.

All testers will be removed from the shelves and provided individually to guest upon request. Will 

request more single use samples from vendors to provide guests.

Clients will need to have a staff person assist with retail. Clients may not touch the products

Continually wipe down display products

Creating a new position to assist guest in retail to avoid contamination

Customers are ask to shop with a basket and place any touched item in the basket. Any item that 

they don't purchase is placed in the UV Sterilizer before being returned to the shelf.

Dedicated shelves for PPE/sanitation products, shelf talkers, social distancing, hand sanitizer.

Eliminate tester. only one product in exhibition (empty boxes) we will have the products on

storage,

Employees who wish to trade the services we will be doing to practice with their PPE and build 

confidence if they feel rusty will be able to do so the week prior to opening.

Guest must sanitize hands prior to and after touching retail products, no trying on clothing, no 

return policy and cashless transactions.

Have pulled testers, but have them available for desk team to help guest with. We will also steam 

clothing that guests try on from the boutique prior to putting out again. Retail area/products will 

be wiped down/sanitized hourly. We have also spread out the clothing racks and displays so the 

retail area is more open.

I’m keeping a few retail behind glass cases. The rest covered in a plastic bin that is easy to 

sanitize. Try to order more online than keep products for safety.

Implementing personal shopping through video programs; Facebook and Instagram shopping 

shows and specials, videos of tutorials on products, delivery of all purchases

In addition to the Governor's protocol we have considered several corporate industry protocols. 

i.e. Barbicide, The Summit, ISPA, NMTA

Limited the number of products out and place more shelf talkers out so that guests don't feel the 

need to pick up the products. No clothing will be out, only displayed on mannequins and guests 

will not be able to try on any clothing. No testers will be out and staff will still share the items that 

were recommended for the guest and will give them a product to sample at the guest's request.

Massage and facials have proven to be the most crucial and challenging. Still undecided on those 

departments re-opening.

No more than 2 guests at the relaxation room at a time

No testers employees put on fresh gloves for ringing up process

No testers on display, no fitting room available, no exchange policy
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No testers out on display. Will have tester available for associate assistance. Additional wellness 

offerings and new products that may be more requested such as individual face cradle covers, 

etc.

No testers, no trying on retail clothing, limit retail accessibility

No testers, sanitize hands when walk in the retail area, any clothing tried on will be pulled from

the floor and stored for 48 hours before returning it to the sales floor.

No testers. Offering curbside pickup and delivery for retail

No testers; only staff may touch products; removed all waiting area seating; removed all 

magazines and reading materials; created more open space.

Only employees touching all retail products before clients decide if a purchase will be made.

Postings with”Ask for Assistance with retail items!” ,

Removal of all testers and signs that say "testers available upon request". Spa reception staff will 

have to facilitate the use of testers. Limited number of guests shopping to accommodate social 

distancing restrictions, no trying on of clothing, all sales final, no cash accepted only credit cards 

and room charges.

removal of all testers and we'll offer individual product samples

Removal of all testers. (8 responses)

Removal of communal testers and UV sterilizers made available on the retail floor

Removal of testers and glass cabinets locked

Removal of testers in favor of dispensing samples in single use plastic cups or those provided by 

the vendor. Gloves required for handling apparel. Any apparel that is tried on and not purchased

is placed into a sealed plastic bag and quarantined for 4 days. Returned items quarantined or

considering temporary no-return policy.

Remove all testers, signs asking guests to avoid touching the products

Removed testers, magazines, added floor social distancing decals

Removing all testers and storing backup retail to keep shelves clean

Removing retail testers. Making them available upon request so employee handles tester with 

gloves on.

Retail area in our Salon has always been behind a glass cabinet and we have always got

products for the clients and gave them to them .

Retail area is nicely displayed as before. Testers have been removed and are offered by the spa 

coordinator to spray or smell. Clothing that has been tried on is placed in the back office with a 

tag time & date and is place back on the retail rack 72hrs later.

Retail ordering moved to online platform.

Staff will pull retail products for guests

Tester station was removed or made available only when applicable

Testers have been removed. Signage indicating to please ask for assistance before touching are 

placed throughout the shelves.
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Trying on apparel procedure, no returns, removal of all testers on floor-available upon request.

Undecided yet, but will probably move retail to another area with less traffic.

We are bagging all retail. Still offering curbside

We created Mirbeau Spa Kits that included full size products and instructions on how to use them. 

We picked our most popular treatments to create these selections so guests could give 

themselves a spa experience in the comfort of their own home.

We had already removed testers prior to the spa closing on March 18th. Prior to re-opening we

plan to remove clothes for trying on in the retail area.

We have a small retail area which had a dedicated retail sales position. I will not bring that 

position back for at least 6 months. Remove testers or put signage that we will help on testers

We have planning first week only doing reflexology massage and leg massage not full body.

We moved all retail to the front lobby. Team members are the only ones allowed to touch the 

products. We has suspended returns at this time. We have removed all testers, nothing is self-

service. We are offering sample packets if needed. Added more shelf talkers and educational 

signage.

We no longer have testers

We will allow one guest at a time to be in the retail boutiques. Testers will be behind the counter 

and dispensed through the staff and we have a sink in our boutique so we will ask each guest to 

wash their hands before they touch merchandise.

We will ask that guests ask for assistance and not touch items. No testers out, only available 

upon request. All sales final, no returns or exchanges. Unable to try on clothing. May provide 

some spa products as in room amenities available for purchase.

We will discourage browsing. The therapist will make the product recommendations and front end 

will pull the products for the guest to choose.

We will just leave display products on the shelves and bring out products for purchase upon

request.

We will not offer testers and advice client to ask for assistance when want to purchase any 

products.

Welcome ritual to all guests in the boutique with towelette with hand sanitizer solution
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What do spas that have not reopened yet anticipate as their biggest challenge?

Sourcing and stocking
adequate sanitation materia…

Training and educating staff
on new procedures

Handling a high level of
demand for appointments

Maintaining social distancing
outside of treatment spaces

Making guests and staff feel
comfortable returning

Adequately screening staff
and guests

Other

18%

7%

6%

18%

41%

6%

3%

Anticipated Reopening Challenges
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Staying positive and focusing on self care is essential during times of

uncertainty. Respondents shared the following tips, words of wisdom and ways

they have successfully lifted their team up.































Always maintain a sense of humor.

As a business owner I’ve formed a coalition of Salon and spa owners in Massachusetts (more 

than 200 strong as of now) we built a phased approach that we believe is sustainable and 

presented it to the Governors Advisory Board. We also took our story to the news and advocated 

for safe guidelines to reopen.

Be prepared and think ahead.

Being transparent and acknowledging that there are unknowns and that is okay. We won't have 

all the answers and pieces together before hand and we all need to be prepared to make

changes, adapt quickly and continue making the safety of our guests and employees our number

one priority. You never, ever go wrong keeping the client number one in every decision you

make.

Besides the weekly messaging and sharing our lockdown activities, involving them in designing 

the reopening phase was taken positively by a majority of the team members

Biweekly happy hour Zoom calls with fun activities, group text via whats app sharing humor and 

inspirational quotes and tips

Checking in on the team daily asking how they’re doing with the changes. Do they have 

feedback or is there anything we can do better. They’re very happy to be back & keeping busy. 

We were all nervous regarding how our business would be and if guests would return. Seems 

very positive so far and business has been pretty solid since opening 2 weeks ago. Staff are 

happy & staying busy.

Consistent contact with the team through our group chat and Zoom has been a great way to 

keep people connected.

Constant communication during delft isolation via WhatsApp chats, indicio calls and emails.

Constant re-enforcement and inspirational messages

Covid has created an opportunity for all of us to learn to be more aware of ourselves to make the 

time to take self care more routinely and consistently. Also, it hopefully is teaching all of us to be 

kinder with each other and Mother Earth as we have been given a great advantage to shift or

pivot to become better human beings

ESPA training we can get involved with also

FaceTime with the staff

I just try to keep in touch with all of my staff reminding they how important they are to our 

business. I have encouraged they to maintain proper social distancing .

inclusiveness. Making the staff aware of as much information as I know so that they feel kept in 

the loop during this uncertain time.
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Individual phone calls go a long way to check in on your furloughed team, and truly hear what 

they are going through. We stay connected through chats groups and continue to celebrate and 

recognize birthdays and anniversaries, share inspirational content with regard to links, classes, 

etc. We also use a company-based social media app to stay connected to our teams so they feel 

connected with inspirational or entertaining content but not work-related information.

Just staying in touch, through phone and e-mail, showing you care.

Just talking and sharing the daily struggles has helped me and my staff. I've distributed sample 

sizes of essential oils to use use for stressful times. Reminding others to take care of themselves 

through exercise, finding hobbies they enjoy while being at home, eating healthy and trying to 

remember what they are grateful for each day.

Keep the chins up high !!! This to shall pass.

Keeping them informed what we are doing...

Life is like a bicycle. To keep your balance, you must keep moving. Albert Einstein

Life will continue and we will never be hopeless.

Limit time listening to news reports about COVID-19. Remaining hopeful that current 

circumstances will not be forever. Make time to be quiet and to BREATHE.

Look for opportunity in everything! Remember, fear and uncertainty is simply an inability to see

opportunities clearly.

Maintain positive outlook and convey to staff and coworkers

making sure i am getting my workout in.

My main objective is to keep my staff safe. I have shared this with them and fully support my 

team if a service deems unsafe, as I will and always do have their back and best interest in mind.

My team and I are extremely close, we have had weekly Zoom calls on Wednesday to catch up. 

Most importantly we have all really used this time to spend with families, relax, and reflect. Now

we are all ready to get back to caring for our guests.

Opportunities to find deeper powers within ourselves come when life seems most challenging.

Over communicate

Over communicate. Even if there is nothing new. If you do not communicate, something will fill 

that void and most times it is not positive. Stay positive but stay real.

Reminding them daily that you are there for them. Checking in throughout the day making sure 

they are ok. They need breaks, they need to take off the mask and breath fresh air. If they were 

not ready to come back, we let them know that is ok, because it is a very personal choice. Don't 

shame anyone for not coming back.

Share dedicated apps for guests and employees eg: easy workout at home, meditation, etc

Start the day with mindful intention and allow the team the opportunity to air their fears and 

reservations about the work that they do.

Staying connected to each other and reminding them to move their bodies, in nature if possible.
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Staying fouced on the goals to let everyone feel safe

Staying in close communication

The Best is Yet to Come

This is a new norm--our guests are so happy to be back in our spa!

Trust and Transparency

We are all going through difficult times but we ALWAYS have things to be grateful for. We need 

to focus on those throughout the day and realize that as hard as it is right now, we still have so 

much we should appreciate.

We are in touch with our employees asking about their families, and we are honest in 

communication about dates and possible openings.

We communicate with each other on a GroupMe app and I have organized some optional 

ZOOM team get-togethers. Also as a team and message for our guests, we will focus on ways 

to boost your immune system as we slowly return to our new "usual."

We created a WhatsApp group and have been sharing recipes, gardening tips, funny stories, 

workouts and pictures of our kids. We've also been doing a bi-weekly Virtual Happy Hour

where we just share updates, concerns and fun stories.

We do more zoom meetings now that definitely helps to keep staff motivated. Staying busy with 

cleaning, disinfecting, marketing, posting meditation/ self care tips and product info videos on

social media, etc.

We have been communicating with our team via email, text, call and zoom! Keeping them 

updated on what we are doing for the reopening .

We have been doing frequent zoom calls and I've involved them in redefining our re-launch, 

allowing them o engage in creative thinking and team-building.

We have been given the gift of time - let's use it wisely.

We have growth business next 90 days planning with business coach.

We have kept in touch and kept an open line of communication for both professional and 

personal needs during this time to assure our team was okay physically, mentally and 

emotionally. Being genuine, caring, kind and understanding goes a long way. We made sure our 

team had the most up to date information on opening and business plans. Transparency is key 

and you can never communicate enough especially during this time.

We stay in contact with all of our laid off staff often, we share encouraging messages and 

updates as we know them. We use Basecamp and have a special team group for all staff that 

was laid off or furloughed.

We stay in touch via a Facebook group and emails. Texting got a little crazy with replies and 

"likes" so we changed our methods. I am encouraging my team to take advantage of this time to 

take care of themselves.

We will be doing a zoom trivia night party for the staff with prizes prior to returning to have fun 

and bond a bit.

We will get stronger
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Our guests can’t wait to get back to new normal. They understand the new policies, no question

about price increase. We have used a lot of technology in the past and continue doing so. For

us, being a small entity, using texting and screen shots, social media for marketing, retailing, 

treatment protocols recording have been a life saver for awhile. We also offer wellness program 

membership- based that has been very successful.

Start staff back on last day of two of week to ease into new routine. We did it in several waves

of 2-5 associates

Don't take shortcuts in safety in the excitement to reopen and return to work. The important 

thing now is to establish trust with our guests and employees that we can operate safely.

Communication with clients and staff is key. Be prepared and train properly so that everyone is 

on the same page

Make sure you have everything you need prior to opening. Go over all the policies and let them 

team practice. You will find it actually goes pretty easy once everyone has figured it out. the 

clients are fine with all the rules, they just want to come in. I would have extra people to answer 

phones. That has been the biggest challenge is keeping up with the phones. All the clients are 

extremely grateful to be back. I think now more that ever they know how much they are valued 

and how much they value us.

Very key, explaining to the guests the new changes so they’re not too surprised when they 

arrive. Ensure the spa feels and smells like a spa and not like a hospital. Ensure physical 

distancing especially in your locker rooms and lounge area. Have staff available to assist guests 

as the new normal is different. People want so desperately to be nurtured and cared for we

must show the genuine care. The business is there however they do want to know what safety 

measures are in place.

We acknowledge that guidelines will change and be updated frequently as situations change 

and based on feedback from our employees and customers

You will need to go over the guidelines with staff multiple times as a group and individually. It 

takes them a little bit to figure it out. I also recommend before the come back to take clients that 

they practice wearing the ppe. It takes little getting use to. We had them sign the rules that they 

will adhere to and the understand before the come back to work.

Training went well. Positive feedback from the staff and guests. So far staff have taken to the 

changes very well and the operation of the spa is running smoothly.









Web calls have been super helpful so we can see everyone. But really vodka has helped :)

Weekly zoom chats, videos from managers via our inhouse facebook group page, outreach with 

financial support

Weekly zoom happy hours and spa parties.

We've been doing zoom calls every other week that begin with a mindfulness practice and 

include a time to round-table share feelings and thoughts. We conclude by sharing one of the 

changes or protocols we've added for safety and protection. It's been a great positive 

connecting activity.

Advice shared by spas that have reopened:
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RESOURCE PARTNERS

Has your company implemented new policies/procedures relating to how your

company will engage with or demo your products/services to spas?

New Policies/Procedures Implemented

Yes No

74%

26%
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RESOURCE PARTNERS

Which of the following efforts, if any, has your company implemented as a result of

COVID-19? If this is not applicable to your business type, please skip.

Bundled multiple items into
at-home kits

Made products available via
Amazon

Donated products within the
community

Developed or increased
production of single-use spa

amenities

Developed a new product as a
direct result of COVID-19

Helped spa clients develop
promotions for retail sales

Discontinued manufacturing a
product/product line

Increased your brand's social
media presence

Invested (or increased investment)
in digital marketing

None of the above

35.0%

12.5%

52.5%

20.0%

30.0%

40.0%

5.0%

60.0%

62.5%

10.0%

COVID-19 Efforts Implemented
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RESOURCE PARTNERS

Which of the following statements best describes COVID-19's impact on your business?

No impact to date

Very little impact

Noticeable impact

Significant impact

0.0%

7.7%

17.9%

74.4%

COVID-19 Impact
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Respondents were asked to share details relating to new efforts put into place by

their company to help support its spa customers. Here you will find a sample of

responses provided.











































As all our team members at ResortSuite are working remote, all of our meetings, education, 

presentations and demos are done by GotoMeeting during the pandemic.

At Living Earth Crafts, we are creating many additional videos that show the operation, features 

and benefits of our new products that have been developed to assist our partners in creating a 

safe treatment experience for their staff and guests.

Currently, all demo's must happen virtually. We send samples of our products to prospects and 

current accounts and then connect with them over zoom or skype to conduct a one-on-one 

brand and product walk-throughs. We have also had success in inviting our community to group 

webinars based on various relevant topics.

I’m building out a new training Portal with videos.

Increased virtual training

Launched new online training and virtual 'masterclasses'

Partnering with spas to enhance the sales of their retail offering with the offer to drop-ship.

Safe From Spread knows now more than ever how important a safe and clean environment is for 

spa customers and employees. We provide contact free quotes and same day services. Daily, 

weekly and monthly plans available.

Though name Silverback Sourcing is new, I'm certainly not. In order to minimize the face-to-face 

visits, I am constructing the website to have extra capacity to support video. It will have video on 

product overviews, installations, and troubleshooting. Live chat will be included to support any 

immediate questions from clients.

Use of sachet samples as opposed to Testers at retail

Using both telephone and video calls to connect with potential new clients rather than in-person 

meetings.

Using Microsoft teams or zoom to do our presentations and they contact our customers and 

we’ve cut down on traveling till things start to ease up!

Virtual showroom appointments

Waiting for updates official industry standards from the government

We are a vendor to spas. We are investing more into on online sales platform

We are doing as much as we can remotely. We have always worked that way; however, even 

more so now. When on site, we will comply with all requirements put in place by the facilities or, 

adhere to the standards we created if higher.

We are offering Fresh Start services to help hospitality properties re-do and re-open.

We are putting together small packages for the clients to use with mini protocols directions. 

Then we can either follow up or have a Zoom call to go over them together.

We continue to offer virtual training and informational programs via face book and Instagram.

We have added opening procedures for spas post covid to our service menu

We have transitioned some of our in-person seminars to webinars, and we are developing new 

pages on our website to offer more resources and information to the local hospitality industry
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Respondents were asked to describe any changes their company has made to its 

employee training and/or policies relating to client interaction (i.e. sales meetings, 

demos, client training protocols, etc.). Here you will find a sample of responses 

provided.



























Again, We have moved to a virtual platform so that all can shelter in place safely until such time 

that it is safe to engage and at that time we will be following all CDC guidelines.

All is virtual.

All meetings and all work is still being done by teams Microsoft and till further notice, and then 

will slowly do a gradual employees back at corporate headquarters

Any demos are masked applier and complete sanitization of area before and after client service 

or units are covered so it helps with any protecting against any airborne illnesses but we already 

had that in place 5 years ago.

Big Marker for virtual training rather than Zoom

Employee training

I have created an online training portal for my clients.

many training protocols preparing for delivery of online courses.

PPE is essential/required at every appt. Safe From Spread is also available for contactless 

quotes via Zoom or Facetime.

Sothys is using Zoom to train, conduct sales calls and prerecord webinars.

Supracor continues to emphasize the importance of understanding the needs of our partners. 

Where we are able and, if applicable, focus has been to assist the spa community as it begins 

the slow re-opening process.

We have implemented new policies surrounding disinfecting, social distancing, and educating 

our customer care team on how to best use our products to stay within new restrictions.

We have invested in a digital education platform and looking into increased virtual activities.







We have updated our protocols to reflect a more stringent recommendation for laundering the 

covers after each use when our heated spa is used in back bar. In addition, we are diligently 

looking to either source or produce disposable covers for our heated spa. In addition, we are 

creating a toolkit that assists in suggestions on how to safely display and utilize testers for retail. 

We are also adding to our existing protocols with some requested 10 min treatments whereas 

the client does not need to get undressed with less contact.

We will not use testers and increase sampling activities.

We will present our line via video link for an overview of the collection as a first pass for new 

clients
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Resource partner respondents were asked to share details relating to new efforts put 

into place by their company to help support its spa customers. A sample of responses 

is below.





















Anatomie launched IGTV live sessions and is experiencing larger and larger audiences.

At HydroPeptide we have created several programs that immediately support spas with much-

needed cash flow. These financial support offers are available to new and current accounts of 

HydroPeptide.

At Sonoma Lavender are looking to source or produce disposable covers for our heated spa 

products. In addition, we have changed our policies to assist in finances for re-opening. Also, 

we are looking at future product development with a new set of eyes to incorporate "The New 

Normal" within our products.

Because of the situation at hand, or middle of March decided to go heavily into PPE products 

which turned out to be a bum for the company and also to service our

Hot Cherry PIllows now sells Facial Masks, contoured, or pleated, 100% cotton with pockets for 

filters (needed for close facial work).

Living Earth Crafts has developed 7 new products to support the needs of our spa partners and 

their guests. We have developed new medical grade treatment table covers, treatment shields 

for facials and massage, medical grade face cradle/cushion covers and an EPA/WHO approved 

hand sanitizer. We listened to our friends and made these new products happen!

resorts and spas! We also introduced besides the PPE hand sanitizer and developing kits for our 

resorts and spas.

Safe From Spread will add the spa to its website as well. This allows for greater exposure for 

both parties and a partnership to remain Safe From Spread.

Silverback Skunkworks is the small equipment counterpart, who is focused on creating products 

that don't exists in our industry or bring technology from other sectors to work in creating safer, 

healthier and engaging environments, as well as enhance the guests spa experience.

Silverback Sourcing was created to find better and affordable products in helping spas adapt to 

the new normal and procedures.











We have reduced our in-house workers from 4-1.

We have taken the opportunity to have our team take on-line workshops to enhance their skills 

with Linked In, and our other software as well as participate in other offerings that have been 

presented by other organizations.

We made training for sales, made a new protocol for hygiene rules. Inform all clients with news 

and make new marketing plan

We use Microsoft Teams all day long!

With show season being pushed out, we are doing more virtually and via phone. Our regional 

sales teams will be out visiting customers on site more so than in the past while observing all 

CDC guidelines including masks, appropriate distancing and hand sanitizing.
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Sothys has created staycation boxes (give yourself a mini facial at home), boxes of essential skin 

care items, donated soaps to non for profits, developed hand sanitizer and masks. Sothys is 

also much more active on social media and digital marketing.

Virtual training course of 10 + modules for Spa Directors

We are creating a "kit" for the hospitality industry to be provided to guests upon check in. It will 

include mini hand sanitizer, mask, and slipper.

We are making them in available fabrics at the moment, and working toward custom colors for 

spas.

We have continued to help our clients by updating standards and procedures that can be 

followed by their teams.

At Hutchinson Consulting, we have provided a webinar series on marketing, resume writing, 

best hiring practices, stress management, etc.

We started to build a strong brand of the spa and begin with email marketing and help clients 

through phone calls and skype.
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